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Four Essential 
Elements

Welcome

“Build relational bridges with your child 
through co-regulation skills. Your child 
missed these opportunities as an infant.” 
Faye L Hall 

Objective

Welcome to the companion workbook for 
Healing Traumatized Children. The pur-
pose of this book is to define and clarify 
the first four elements we teach families 
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and provide activities to practice these elements. We will ask you to use your own lan-
guage to make the interventions your own.  

These elements are essential:

	 To elicit affect synchrony between parent and child

	 To give the child experiences of being heard and felt

	 To build a sense of parental responsibility and accomplishment instead of focusing on 
	 	 immediate change in the child's behavior

	 To reorganize and redirect the familial system's efforts at recovery from an external 

	 	 focus (change others) toward an internally focused (how can I change)

	 To improve the parent/child relationship with opportunities to co-regulate emotional 	
	 	 experiences

	 To reduce parental interpretations of malice as the origin of children’s behaviors

	 To improve the child’s sense of self

Preparation: Who is this child?

Child’s internal working models 

Children form internal working models of themselves, others, and the world through experi-
ences with early caregivers. When basic needs are not met, the caregiver is emotionally ab-
sent, and/or the caregiver is abusive, the child will interpret experiences to form a sense of 
self. Depending on the depth of negative experiences, the child's internal working model 
morphs into perceiving the self as a burden or the extreme of being "bad." The child's be-
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lief about caregivers ranges from not being available to being dangerous. The child's per-
ception of the world becomes "the world is dangerous and must be controlled. Children 
will use these beliefs to form assumptions about all relationships and events and respond 
accordingly.

Child’s new home

When these children join new foster and adoptive families, they use their internal working 
models (IWM) to operate in the new home. Given this child's early experiences formed 
negative internal working models (N-IWM), the child’s N-IWM with interact with the environ-
ment to produce non-cognitive emotional reactions. These N-IWM generated emotions 
drive behavioral interactions.  If the new parents are unaware of the child’s N-IWM, they 
will unintentionally reinforce the model through daily interactions. Parents frequently ask 
“why doesn't my child heal and his negative internal working model doesn't change. He 
has been in our home for years.” Simply but sadly, parents unknowingly reinforce their chil-
dren’s N-IWM by their experience of the children, their behaviors and interactions. While at 
the same time, parents are striving to build a Positive Internal Working Model (P-IWM).  

Child’s new parents 

Parental experience of the child is conveyed via body language, tone of voice, and, to a 
lesser degree, words. Children interpret and internalize the message conveyed by their par-
ent’s experience of them to form their self-image.  In short: a parent’s image of the child be-
comes the child’s self-image.  By constantly telling a child how they need to change or act 
differently (normal, unavoidable parenting), parents inescapably convey their love is condi-
tional.  Conditional love by it’s nature will reinforce the N-IWM.  "I will only love you better 
or more when you are pleasing to me. You can be with me when you are lovable. You are 
worth giving good things to when you are lovable (good)."
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Parents tend to list the rules, point out how rules were broken, and what the child needs to 
do differently to avoid consequences and, thus, be perceived as “good.”  We have similar 
experiences in society when others highlight our errors to motivate us to improve perform-
ance.  However, parental responses have a deeper impact on IWM’s.  They define the 
child.  Ideally, those outside the family do not define our sense of self.  One can endure a 
teacher, boss, or neighbor's negative comments when intimate relationships “define” us 
as good. 

Basic parent/child interactions always positively or negatively build the child’s self-image.  
Perplexed parents may constantly ask a child why he or she behaved in such a way or de-
clare the behavior as intolerable. Children with a healthy self-image (P-IWM) can differenti-
ate between the verbal request for information and the non-verbal negative connotation. 
However, children with a N-IWM will most cling to the negative connotation and dismiss 
any positive intentions.  Thus, while the parent is striving to gather information and encour-
age positive change, they deliver non-verbal negativity.  

Remember our earlier question parents ask “why their child does not heal and his negative 
internal working model has not change.”  It is because, without change, we as parents con-
stantly work against ourself.  In virtually all our communication, our non-verbal beliefs 
about the child and the behavior tell the child he or she is bad while our intention is to moti-
vate them to be good.  Unfortunately, children with N-IWM’s and will perceive their parents 
as angry, demeaning, and intentionally malicious.  When good parents ask “why” ques-
tions or declare behavior as offensive, the child’s N-IWM will be supported and healing is 
delayed. The relationship is broken and more behavioral issues may occur. 

Behaviors can be an assessment of the child’s distress and 
viewed as the child’s voice to express a need.

Child’s new beliefs=How a PARENT promotes healing

Self-regulation and responsiveness

To prevent reinforcement of the child’s N-INW, parents must learn to self-regulate before 
addressing behavior problems. By developing new skills, the verbal and non-verbal com-
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munication will match and nourish the relationship with openness and acceptance.  
Through this contingent communication, the child will have altering experiences that adapt 
and form new beliefs. 

Answer the following questions and emotionally calm before approaching the child.

1.	 What is happening inside of me?

2.	 What is happening inside my child?

3.	 What does this behavior mean about me?

4.	 What does this behavior mean about my child?

5.	 What is my goal?

6.	 What do I want to teach?

7.	 What is the best way for my child to learn what I want to teach?

8.	 Will our relationship be improved or hurt? 

“You can never change the child’s self image unless you hold a positive image of your 

child in the face of all the negative behaviors.”  Jeff Merkert
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Parts

1. Essential elements:  PARTS 
Indicators of a problem

•All good or all bad thinking
•“I am bad,” “you are bad,” statements
•Avoiding conflict or inability to resolve conflict
•Overwhelming feelings of shame
•Feeling stuck with an inability to empathize or problem solve
•Overreacting to behaviors, conflict, triggers
•Gains and loses friendships quickly (I am bad, you are bad)
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Goals

•Develop alternative perception of self
•Structure the child’s recognition of inter-
nal and external problems
•Reduce emotional reactions
•Accurately portray humanity
•Name the internal battle
•Increase awareness of other’s positive at-
tributes, characteristics, and intentions
•Reduce shame
•Focus on growth
•Change perceptions of motives
•Increase recognition of emotional states
•Define poor behavior as weakness or un-
healthy 
•Link beliefs and/or behavior to early expe-
riences

Definition 

“Parts” is a simple linguistic technique of 
identifying differing elements of a person. 
Often these elements are opposing, con-
flicting, extreme, and represent differing 
thoughts, intentions, emotions, motiva-
tions, beliefs, sensations, or characteris-
tics. By constantly describing people as 
collections of parts, parents will help their 
children see their own and other’s internal 
struggles, build “gray” areas when evaluat-
ing, and encourage reflectivity. One func-
tion of children is to constantly struggle to 
make sense of the world and turn to their 

parents to define the world and experi-
ences. Parents are hardwired to be the tool 
their children turn to for explanations. For 
example; how many times have children 
heard’ “Why did you do that?” and “What 
were you thinking?” Parents are asking 
their children to explain their thought proc-
esses and behaviors. The verbal part of 
that communication is a clear demand to 
make sense of the children’s actions. Their 
non-verbal communication almost always 
defines the action as bad or undesirable.  
Children, then, respond to the non-verbal 
communication defensively stating “I don’t 
know.” or, worse, by lying.  The shared 
non-verbal message between parent and 
child is, “The child is bad.” 
How much recovery time and effort is 
wasted due to the one step forward and 
one step backward nature of this communi-
cation? Parents want their children to heal 
while at the same time, tell the children 
they are bad. 

Non-verbally, parents communicate 
1. the action was bad
2. not knowing why the child acted as 

such was bad, 
3. lying about the action was bad. 

Parents were being the “tool” by wanting 
to know “why” the child acted as such, so 
they could define the world and the experi-
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ence. Unfortunately, in their non-verbal 
communication when asking “why,” the 
parents defined the child as bad three 
times. 

“Parents, attempting to provide healing in-
terventions, can be their own worst enemy 
when their non-verbal communication 
aligns with the children’s negative belief 
system.”  Jeff Merkert

When a family system integrates people 
are a collection of parts, parents will 
phrase the “why” question as, “What part 
of you made that choice?”  This keeps the 
parent aware that is was just a part of the 
child that lead to the action, not the whole 
child. Thus, the parent can non-verbally 
suggest that this was the wrong part to 
use without defining the child as bad. The 
child, in turn, can explain the action by rec-
ognizing that he or she applied the wrong 
part without defining the self as bad. By 
owning our “collection of parts,” we obliter-
ate our tendency to define ourselves and 
our children by any single part.  Some hu-
mans may say that the part of them that 
wants to stay in bed on an early, cool, 
rainy morning is small, no humans can say 
they don’t have that part. No one is bad 
just because they struggle with that “stay 
in bed” part. 

Children with early trauma cannot hold con-
sistent, positive, and unbiased images of 
their caregiver.  They form solid and rigid 
views of themselves, others, and the world 
and vacillate between love and hate with 
little in between. This will continue with 
each new placement, relationship, or 
event. Parents may recognize their child’s 
polarity and try to use logic and reason to 
persuade their child differently but without 
the developmental ability to perceive self 
and others are being made of “parts,” this 
effort usually fails. 

Sally shared that Jane, her foster daughter, 
refuses to get up on school days Sally 
struggles in “how to make her do it.”  Sally 
learned to use “parts” to help illustrate 
Jane’s morning battle. At dinner on Sunday 
evening, Sally used her own personal exam-
ple to describe her upcoming Monday 
morning struggle. Sally told Jane that 
sometimes a part of her dreads Monday 
mornings when she wants to stay in the 
warm bed. She gave Jane the opportunity 
to share how hard it is for her to get out of 
bed. Mom and daughter joined together 
over the anticipated problem and put to-
gether a plan to celebrate their success 
over the “dreaded Monday morning.” Both 
mom and daughter felt closer after the con-
versation.  This did not resolve all the is-
sues about getting out of bed but gave 
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them a reference point to revisit from a 
shared point of view. 

 “Parts” helps reduces impulsiveness by 
encouraging reflectivity. Reflecting on 
which part is in control and which part is 
would be more success, slowing down the 
emotional response.  Parents are the agent 
for this change. As they discuss their inner 
struggles, they will model the behavior 
they want:  “part of him wanting to pur-
chase an item on sale versus waiting for 
the one he really wanted” and her “part 
that wanted the room cleaned NOW  in-
stead of waiting for a better time.” For this 
intervention to be successful, parents must 
verbally and non-verbally delay gratifica-
tion and narrate their experiences. 

“Parts” can be used to encourage emo-
tional awareness and communication. Par-
ents begin the process by naming their 
scared, sad, happy, or angry part, the con-
flicting part, and how they will manage the 
conflict.  In time, children will recognize 
thoughts and emotions may be coming 
from “scared parts” and they have other 
parts to draw from to balance decision 
making.  This Element allows parents to de-
fine the children as “good” even when act-
ing “bad” and build the foundation for the 
constant control battle to move from the 

external (with others) to the internal (with 
parts of self).  

Sally told Jane, “Part of me was really 
scared when I saw your teacher called but 
the other part knew you have been doing 
well in school. So, I thought it must be 
about something else.” Jane laughed and 
said, “Yes, she just wanted you to go on 
the field trip with us.”  Sally used this open-
ing to identify Jane’s inner struggle with 
having her mom on a field trip. Sally stated, 
“Yes, part of me wants to go but the other 
part does not want you to think I am going 
to watch over you.”  Jane nodded in agree-
ment, “I don’t want to feel like a little child 
and have my mom watching everything I 
do. Could you help with another group, not 
mine? Sally felt the conversation was suc-
cessful by reaching a middle ground with-
out an argument. 

There are no “bad” parts, though some 
parts may need healing, quieted, and 
strengthened to become more healthy.  Af-
ter naming parts and the inner conflict, par-
ents and children are encouraged to dis-
cuss successful management of these con-
flicts. 
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Examples of ways to use Parts
1. “There is a part of me that would rather be reading a book but the other part knows din-
ner has to be started.”

2. (While watching TV) “Did you notice that character is afraid of being caught by the po-
lice but part of him wants the police protection?” 

Therapeutic use in addressing N-IWM

1. “There is a part of you that is really afraid of adult rules. I bet it's getting pretty mad right 
now!”

2. “As a baby, your needs were not met, which created sad and scared parts that are caus-
ing you to have problems.”

3. “You can overcome those parts that were causing you trouble.”

4. “You are strengthening the healthy parts and trusting us more.”

5. “Your healthy parts are developing and growing; it’s fun watching you grow up!”

Practice
Personal

Use parts to describe your internal struggle in choosing from a menu. 
“Part of me wants to order ice cream but part of me knows fruit is healthier.”

1.	  ____________________________________________________________________________

2.	  ____________________________________________________________________________
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Use parts to describe your internal struggle in picking your clothes out for the day.
“Part of me wants to wear the purple sweater but the other part knows it is too warm.”

1.	 ____________________________________________________________________________

2.	 ____________________________________________________________________________

Others
Use parts to describe the internal struggle of a TV character
“Did you notice part of the character is afraid but the other part wants to stand up to the 
bully?”

1. ___________________________________________________________________________

2.	 ____________________________________________________________________________
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Use parts to describe the internal struggle of a person in traffic
“Part of me wants to pass that person but the other part knows I would be speeding.”

1. ____________________________________________________________________________

2.	 ____________________________________________________________________________

Child

Use parts to describe the internal struggle in choosing a play activity
“Part of me would like to go to the park but the other part wants to play tennis.”

1.	 ____________________________________________________________________________

2.	 ____________________________________________________________________________
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Use parts to describe the internal struggle in choosing a snack.
“Part of me wants a piece of cake but the other part knows an apple is better.”

1.	  ____________________________________________________________________________

2.	 ____________________________________________________________________________

Application

Use parts 2x: begin with personal examples and those of “generic” others, not the child’s. 
Repeat this assignment everyday.

1.	  ____________________________________________________________________________

2.	 ____________________________________________________________________________
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Reflection

Review how you were impacted by identifying the “parts” of a person. Parents tend to re-
port that they were unaware of their internal struggles until they began using these Four Es-
sential Elements. How often in your daily life were you torn between two or more deci-
sions? By naming the struggle, were you more cognitively present? Using your skills of at-
tuning to your child, how did naming the struggle of parts help your child? 

How do you generalize the principle of parts in your daily interactions? By knowing this 
principle, one can be more insightful and understanding of others. When the boss (partner, 
neighbor, friend) voices problems with decision making, can you break down the struggle 
into parts and, then, evaluate the parts? 
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Primary and Secondary Emotions

2. Essential elements: Primary--Secondary Emotions 
Indicators of a problem

•Mad is powerful
•Scared and sad are dismissed or not recognized.
•Family members are not emotionally vulnerable.
•Parent(s) have little range of emotions

Goals
•Explains emotions and new emotional experiences
•Redefines mad as weak not powerful
•Identifies the core emotion, allow parents to offer comfort for the sad or scared child
•Promotes reflection and problem solving
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•Builds a safe environment for the child to 
explore other events with emotional con-
tent

Definition
Primary: sad, scared, happy
Secondary: mad (angry)

Mad, a secondary emotion, is prompted 
by too much sad or scared. Mad triggers 
fight, flight, freeze or fold. Noting “mad” al-
lows the parent to look for deeper emo-
tions of sadness or fear and provides op-
portunities to comfort or protect the child. 
Primary emotions allows others to help: 
sad=comfort, scared=protection, happy=c-
elebration. 

Explanation 

Infants can and do die from too much 
scared. The ability to turn fear into anger 
and interact with the world is learned be-
fore a child acquires language. Every par-
ent has experienced the difference be-
tween a child whimpering in fear and one 
screaming in rage. The second is much 
harder to ignore and elicits a quick re-
sponse. Infants in an abusive and neglect-
ful environment use their anger to survive.  
An angry toddler will “force” a caregiver to 
provide food, change a diaper, or remove 
the child from danger.  Through these expe-
riences, the child learns to bypass fear be-
cause anger is more productive. While pro-

ductive to get needs met, the angry infant 
or toddler may prompt an angry response 
from the caregiver with verbal and non-
verbal attacks on the child that indicate 
“the child is bad.”  

Children with early trauma seek to feel 
powerful, not vulnerable, which helps them 
feel safe. They will use anger over fear with-
out even knowing there is a choice. Chil-
dren with early trauma have emotions that 
typically range from mad to less mad. They 
may never have had the opportunity or 
emotional freedom to be happy or to have 
attuned caregivers to comfort them when 
sad or scared. They may lack the vulner-
ability to display emotions that would 
cause them to turn to others. Their emo-
tional thermostat has a small range of emo-
tional temperatures they can handle with-
out escalations. Parents are often blind-
sided by the 0-100 tantrums that occur af-
ter a small incident. After parenting a dys-
regulated child, parents may lose their 
emotional range and maintain a flat affect; 
believing this will stop the child from esca-
lating. Unfortunately, children need to expe-
rience parents with a wide range of self-
regulated emotions. 

The ideal is for families to create a culture 
that supports expressions of fear and sad-
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ness as strengths not weaknesses. Par-
ents in this new culture will:
1. Model how to verbalize feelings of fear 
and sadness 
2. Model how to seek comfort from loved 
ones
3. Translate anger as “weak” instead of 

“strong”

Sally heard Jimmy yelling in the kitchen, “If 
you were a good mom, there would be 
food in this house.” Sally jumped from the 
couch and marched into the kitchen. She 
yelled back, “There is food here, but not 
the junk you want to eat” and left the room. 
Next thing she heard was breaking glass. 
This had to stop! She asked the therapist 
the following week, “How can I make him 
stop being so angry at me?  I am a good 
mom.” For the next hour, the therapist ex-
plained primary and secondary emotions 
and how her son had learned to rely on an-
ger to get his needs met in the birth family. 
He was still using the same skill he learned 
years ago. Sally and the therapist practiced 
new ways she could respond to his fear-
fear of not having food, instead of his an-
ger. Daily, she could see his fear of being 
hungry.  Seeing him afraid, changed her at-
titude. She did not want her son to be 
afraid. Throughout the next few days, Sally 
was able to name the fears in herself and 
her son. She shared this new knowledge in 
gentle caring ways. Her son stated that he 

thought a person was weak if they were 
afraid… which generated new conversa-
tions about how a person handles emo-
tions. 

The children will learn that expressing emo-
tions in THIS home is safe and the caregiv-
ers can lovingly contain and comfort the 
BIG emotions this child has.  This frees par-
ents to assist their children with feelings 
and conditions of fear instead of con-
stantly responding to anger. The underly-
ing communication will be “ you’re valu-
able to me” instead of the old message  
“you’re bad.”  The child’s new experience 
will be of turning to the parent for a need 
or want and be met with the parent’s defini-
tion of self as “trustworthy” and the child’s 
“I am lovable.” 

Examples of identifying Primary and 
Secondary Emotions 

1. “I was very angry with your dad when he 
yelled at me. Looking back, I was afraid he 
didn't like me. For some time I guess I was 
so afraid, I couldn't handle it, so I got mad 
instead. Good thing that scared didn't last 
forever!”

2. “Your eyes are so stormy. I was wonder-
ing if your mad is really sad because you 
have to go to bed early tonight?”
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3. “I am guessing that you learned to yell at your mom to get you food when she was drink-
ing, and that is why you yell at me when you get hungry. Maybe you are scared that you 
won’t get food.” 

4. “It's really tough doing a job with that old part feeling so scared and turning it into mad! 
It probably tells you stuff like "it’s too hard". Or, "She'll just add more jobs when this one's 
done." But I know you can help that part heal. Give it a new experience... one of getting 
what you want by working with me.”

Practice

Discuss how you turned your scared into mad when driving.

1.	 ____________________________________________________________________________

2.	  ____________________________________________________________________________

Label a character’s use of mad and list underlying emotions.

1.	 ____________________________________________________________________________

2.	 ____________________________________________________________________________
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Recall a previous angry episode and explore underlying emotions.

1.	 ____________________________________________________________________________

2.	 ____________________________________________________________________________

Application

Find self and other’s emotions under mad 3x. Repeat this assignment everyday.

1.	 ____________________________________________________________________________

2.	 ____________________________________________________________________________

3. ___________________________________________________________________________
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Reflection

Review how you were impacted by finding the emotion under mad. Parents tend to report 
that they were unaware of their emotions until they began using these Four Essential Ele-
ments. How often in your daily life were you scared? How did you take care of the fear? 
Knowing you are afraid, voicing the fear, and taking care of the fear in a healthy way mod-
els for your child positive emotional regulation and increases your child’s emotional compe-
tency. 

How do you generalize the principle of primary and secondary emotions? Is it part of your 
daily interactions? By knowing this principle, one can be more insightful and understand-
ing of others. When the boss (partner, neighbor, friend) is angry, is he or she afraid or sad?  
Most of us would deduct scared which can change our interaction to identifying the fear 
and mediating the fear (if possible).  
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Matching Affect

3. Essential elements: Matching Affect 
Indicators of a problem

•Parents trying to suppress their own negative emotions, thus become
•Distant and unresponsive 
•Demanding and commanding 
•Angry 
•Parents who do not express happy
•Parent’s emotional state is driven by the children’s emotions
•Family members who state, “I don’t feel heard.”
•Family members who state, “No one cares.”
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Goals Parent

•A parenting tool to use when the child is 
distressed
•Creates attunement
•Gives parent power to assist child in 
changing emotional states
•Enables the parent to maintain self-
regulation
•Offers parents the ability to be proactive
•Uses neurological hardwiring as a means 
to co-regulation
•Moves away from a behavioral modifica-
tion model

Goals Child

•Feels felt and heard
•Experiences relief and calm when joined 
with another in the same emotion
•Participates in a shared emotional experi-
ence that emulates early co-regulation
•Experiences new interactional patterns
•Develops limibic patterns of emotional 
regulation 

“Within episodes of affect syn-
chrony parents engage in intui-
tive, nonconscious, facial, vocal, 
and gestural preverbal communi-
cations.” Solomon and Siegel 
(Healing Trauma)

Definition 

Matching Affect: Attuning to another’s emo-
tion and sharing the emotion with an em-
pathic response

Explanation

During parent/infant interactions, parents 
respond to their children’s bids for atten-
tion. These responses are reciprocal and 
predictable, and form the foundation for 
emotional regulation before the child has 
the capacity to self-regulate. The interac-
tions create multiple pleasurable experi-
ences for both parent and child. Partners 
in the dyad learn to read each other’s bids 
for attention, communication, and emo-
tions. Children with histories of early 
trauma and attachment disruptions miss 
these opportunities to engage their parent 
in regulative, reciprocal, non-verbal com-
munications. Or even worse, the children 
may have experienced maladaptive or trau-
matizing interactions with previous dys-
regulated primary caregivers, causing their 
systems to default to dysregulation. The 
children are alone in learning how to man-
age emotions and cannot turn to their care-
givers for assistance and may even be in 
danger if they do. 
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Parents of foster and adoptive children 
have the opportunity to provide new experi-
ences that replicate the parent/infant inter-
actions via matching affect. With affect 
matching, the child experiences the parent 
“giving back to the baby the baby’s own 
self” Winnicott.

Parental brains, like children’s brains, are 
designed to share emotional experience. 
We and they crave this emotional connec-
tion. From the earliest experience, when 
mirror neurons are driving the emotional 
communication, parents want to see their 
infant happy because it makes us happy.  
As infants/toddlers gain comfort in sharing 
emotions, they learn to share sadness and 
pain because of the increased opportuni-
ties for joy inherent in that sharing. These 
shared emotional experiences becomes 
the vehicle by which parents teach emo-
tional regulation. 

Parents become the emotional container 
for their children’s emotions but learn to 
limit the un-needed emotional dysregula-
tion.  At that point, parents unwittingly 
teach emotional regulation skills when chil-
dren observe the parent re-regulate after 
“containing” the emotions.  When children 
bring their emotional distress to unregu-
lated birth parents (due to drugs, poverty, 
domestic violence, mental illness, family 

history, etc…), the infant brain learns differ-
ent emotional regulation skills.  These inter-
actions teach the developing brain that the 
primary caregiver cannot be trusted to con-
tain negative emotions, may dysregulate 
because of presence of anxiety and fear, 
and must be controlled during shared expe-
riences. 

Most foster and adoptive parents are un-
prepared to recognize, correct, and redi-
rect this process when a child first comes 
into the heart of their family system. Be-
neath all their defenses, there is now a 
force running directly contrary to the natu-
ral flow of mother emotionally connecting 
and directing regulation. This child’s brain 
has learned limbicily that it needs to cap-
ture mom’s emotional brain and take it 
where it needs to go for survival. Often re-
covery is short circuited, without knowing 
it, the mother’s emotional world becomes 
hijacked, by the child’s negative emotions. 
When mom begins to share the emotional 
experience of the traumatized child in an 
uncontrolled manor, the new household be-
gins to look and feel similar to the child’s 
traumatizing history. 

The solution to this problem is to intention-
ally take back control of the emotional 
matching process. Both brains continue to 
crave the connective experience. Thus 
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mom and dad are encouraged to practice 
emotional self control with the direct inten-
tion of matching the child’s emotional expe-
rience without dysregulation and, then, as-
sist the child to learn the skills they have to 
teach by allowing he children to watch 
them practice the skill for themselves. 

Examples of Matching Affect

1. If your child is happy when arriving 
home, parents express happiness (click).

	 Sharing same emotion: “I am really 
happy that you are home.  No need to 
drag to manage affect 

2. If your child is mad when arriving home 
from school because of not having his 
homework completed, causing him to 
miss recess, parents match anger at 
missing recess. 

	 Empathy: “I know what missing re-
cess is like and it’s no fun!”*

Internally, parent feel the part of them-
selves that is sad that the homework was 
not finished

Intentional affect shift: “Of course, you 
were sad (and mad). (Drag to manage af-
fect) It’s not a good that your homework 
was not done and you missed recess. I 

can play a game with you after your home-
work is finished-but I cannot make up for 
recess today.”  

3. If your child is sad because her friend 
will not talk to her, parents match sad as if 
their friend would not speak to them 
(click).

	 Empathy: “I hate it when good friends 
don’t talk to me too. Intentional affect shift: 
“You can count on me to have time for you 
(Drag to manage affect), let's go for a 
walk.”

Let’s revisit Sally and Jimmy from Ele-
ment 2 and look for opportunities to match 
affect.

Sally heard Jimmy yelling in the kitchen, “If 
you were a good mom, there would be 
food in this house.” Sally jumped from the 
couch and marched into the kitchen. 

Last time she yelled back, “There is food 
here, but not the junk you want to eat.”  

After much practice in matching affect, 
Sally firmly stated, (click) “Yes, I know you 
cannot find food in here that you want. 
Some days, I cannot either. You look and 
look and it never seems quite right. I wish I 
had a cook!!! Shifting her emotions, (drag) 
Sally offered to sit with him while he made 
a sandwich or ate some fruit.  
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Practice

Click matching another’s affect, then drag to managing affect

25

Event Affect Manage affect

Child does not have textbook for 
homework

Child lost teacher’s note

Child loses a library book 

Child sleeps through homework time

Child wants to play instead of doing 
homework

Child lost favorite shoes 

Child forgets lunch money

Child is late for school

Child misses the bus



Application
Intentionally match other’s affect 4x. List the affect you matched and the other’s response.  
Repeat this assignment everyday. 

1. Affect_________________________________Response ____________________________

2.  Affect_________________________________Response ___________________________

3. Affect_________________________________Response_____________________________

4.	 Affect_________________________________Response ____________________________
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Reflection
Review how you were impacted by attuning to another’s emotion.  Parents tend to report 
that they were unaware of their children’s emotions (except mad) until they began using 
these Four Essential Elements. How often in your daily life were you attuning to another’s 
emotions? Did you match the emotion of the cashier who was frustrated with the previous 
customer? Your exasperated partner? Did they feel heard? Using your skills of attuning to 
your child, how did your child respond?

How do you generalize matching affect in your daily interactions? By knowing this princi-
ple, one can be more insightful and understanding of other’s emotions. If the perceptive 
customer is frustrated, you may move the transition along by matching affect.
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Narration

4. Essential elements: Narration 
Indicators of a problem

•Parents provide minimal descriptions of daily life
•Drill sergeant parenting style
•Parental depression and exhaustion
•Child and parent in parallel worlds
•Child perceives and interacts with the world through a negative lens without parent inter-
pretation 
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Goals

•Define the experience
•Organize the world
•Link emotions, behaviors, and thoughts to 
events
•Paint pictures of events, with sensory and 
imagery descriptions
•Sequentially orders events
•Project emotions in the past, present or 
future 
•Describe choices during the events
•Increase reflection
•Attribute motivations, intents, and mean-
ings
•Identify problems and offer solutions
•Ascribe frequency
•Name internal and external conflicts and 
ways each were handled
•Take note of and intentionally initialize our 
words to change ourselves and our chil-
dren’s view of the world

Explanation

“The mother is the child’s first language 
teacher” (Peter Ernest Haiman, 2016) and 
she communicates her view of the world to 
her child. Parents use words to describe 
how the world works and how to interact 
with the world. Words-narration-is the key 
to social learning. At birth, and frequently 
before birth, parents begin talking to their 
infants. They tell the infant how cold or hot 

the infant is, if the child is hungry, wet, or 
tired, what the parent is doing and will be 
doing. Parents tell their babies stories, 
share experiences, and confide in their 
non-verbal child. 

Children that are removed from their birth 
families may not have received healthy ver-
bal communication. Meredith Rowe, Uni-
versity of Maryland, found that poor moth-
ers did not know that they should talk to 
their babies. Children, whose parents rely 
on welfare, hear half as many words as a 
middle class child (Tina Rosenberg, 4/10/
13). Many foster children come from lower 
socioeconomic status (SES) homes. In ad-
dition to not having their physical and emo-
tional needs met, foster children may not 
have had their “verbal” needs met by par-
ents narrating the world.   Also damaging, 
the parents may be negatively narrating 
events.  This creates a deficit in “differenti-
at[iating] actions, emotions, and knowl-
edge” (Engel, 1995, p.33, The stories that 
children tell). 

Some foster and adoptive parents have 
chronological age expectations for the chil-
dren. What if this child did not have the ver-
bal needs met or has been living by his or 
her negative perception of the world? Par-
ent’s unrealistic expectations and the 
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child’s lack of verbal skills will quickly fuel 
conflict between parent and child. 

To facilitate healing, parents are asked to 
begin narrating events as they would with 
a younger child. “As parents use words to 
describe their own subjective experiences, 
the child becomes able to understand their 
state of mind more fully and accurately” 
(Hughes, 2007, p. 33). Narration will de-
crease conflict and help children con-
struct, define, integrate experiences and 
assist the child in “disentangling feelings, 
thoughts, and actions” (Engel, 1995, p. 34, 
The stories that children tell). Parents who 
use the power of storytelling help their chil-
dren heal. 

Examples of Narration
Define the experience

1. Organize: Parents can organize the 
world by putting persons, places, things 
into “boxes” to make sense of the past, 
present, and future:  “I am a tea person 
and I missed my morning tea. I took too 
much time getting ready this morning and 
was running late. I regret that I did not pick 
out my clothes last night. I need to work 
on that this evening. I don’t like rushing 
through the morning and missing tea.”

2. Link-emotions, behaviors, thoughts to 
other events:  “I noticed that you got angry 
today at lunch, was it because you thought 
you would not get a soda?  I was wonder-
ing if you were scared that I would not let 
you have things you like?” 

3. Imagining-“painting” pictures of events, 
with sensory and imagery descriptions:  
“Just think, the park has so many slides, 
wonder if you will go down the little yellow 
one before the long green one? Or will you 
swing first?  You really like to go high on 
those swings.” 

4. Steps-sequential ordering of events:  
“We will have 3 stops today, 2 errands for 
dad, then lunch.”

5. Emotions-projecting self and others 
emotions that have or may occur:  “You 
may be saying ‘I’m mad, I don’t want to go 
because errands are not fun, but then the 
other part says-Yeah, lunch at McDon-
alds!’ You are thinking so many things.”

6. Choices-descriptions of choices child 
had during the events:  “Did you notice? At 
the park, you got to choose what you 
played on first. I noticed you slid down all 
the slides before swinging. At lunch, you 
picked apples not fries.”
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7. Increase reflection by naming internal 
and external conflicts and ways each were 
handled:  “I was really torn between going 
to Wendy’s or Taco Bell. I know you like 
Frosty’s and I like burritos. You were help-
ful when you said we could get Frosty’s in 
the drive through on our way home. I ap-
preciate being able to eat what I like.” 

8. Attribute motivations, intents, and mean-
ings:  “I think that your dad was mad to-
night when he came home. After he settled 
down, he said he was really scared when 
he saw a fire truck coming.

9. Identify problems and offer solutions: 
“You were so mad about folding clothes. I 
did not know what was going on when you 
threw the clothes down the stairs. I 
thought you fell. I hope the next time you 
will talk to me about how you think it’s un-
fair your sister never folds clothes. It took 
so long for you to gather the clothes. 
Maybe we can save you some time.” 

10. Ascribe frequency:  “I know it feels like 
you never have any fun since you miss 
youth group every week because of home-
work. Is it every week? Or just feels like it? 
Being with friends is so important to you. 
Anything you can do about the home-
work?”

11. Name internal and external conflicts 
and ways each were handled“I am really 
proud of myself:  “Last night, I wanted an 
ice cream cone but knew I would be going 
off my diet if I ate a cone. I even walked to 
the freezer thinking I could make just a 
‘small’ one. Then, I thought about how my 
clothes aren’t fitting like they use to. So, I 
walked outside instead. It was very hard 
but I am glad I did.” 
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Positive Narration: Over-
coming Negative Bias

Indicators of a problem

•Minimization of positive elements in family 
narratives (unintentional)
•Maximizing negatives elements in family 
narratives (unintentional)
•Parental depression and exhaustion
•Difficulty verbalizing and demonstrating 
love for the child
•Intentional/unintentional reinforcement of 
the child’s N-IWM
•Child’s inability to verbalize positive ele-
ments of life 

Goal  

Provide a positive narration 
•Identify the positive “parts” of the child
•Identify the positive “parts” of the parents
•Identify the positive elements of the world
•Identify positive intentions of others
•Reframe daily events, highlighting positive 
elements
•Increase reflection 

Explanation

We find what we look for. If you are looking 
for the negative, you will find it. No one is 
immune. Foster and adoptive families en-
ter into the experience with great expecta-

tions. Giving a child a home, building a 
new life for a child, and having a new child 
to love and care for are the goals. Then, if 
dangerous and difficult to manage behav-
iors occur, parents’ hopes and dreams 
may dissolve and pessimism sets in. Their 
perception becomes negative. As parents 
descend the downward spiral, negatives 
build on negatives. Common statements 
are: “Nothing ever works!” “What else do 
you expect?” “This isn’t what I signed up 
for.” “I am counting the days until my child 
turns 18, then he or she is out of here.” 
“He’s bad, no wonder the other foster par-
ents sent him away.” 

Family members’ emotional brains harmo-
nize. We are designed to share feelings 
with those close to us. When a child with 
early trauma enters the family system, their 
problematic behaviors are disruptive. 
These disruptions alter the verbal flow of 
parental communication. The changed sys-
tem morphs with the need to decrease 
emotional intensity and increase problem 
solving. Increasingly, less words are ex-
changed around positives like joy and 
love. Daily, parents struggle to manage, 
solve, anticipate, and evade problems.  
The content, weight, and descriptive 
power of their verbal communication be-
comes subverted to these purposes. The 
time, intensity, and effort become heavily 
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weighted toward recognition and solution 
of problems. 

Focusing on problem behaviors and explor-
ing new ways to intervene becomes a tre-
mendous barrier to recovery when we re-
member that these children depend on us 
to define their sense of self. As our commu-
nication becomes subverted to problem 
solving, the intentional expression of joy 
and pleasure of parenting and watching 
our children learn, grow, and share happi-
ness is omitted.  Unfortunately, these ex-
pressions of parental joy are the founda-
tion for the positive elements of their sense 
of self. Sadly, parents unwitting reinforce 
the NIWM and work against the healing. 

Added to the parents unwitting reinforce-
ment of the children’s NIWM, traumatized 
children interpret events through a nega-
tive lens and may omit positive elements. 
As children share their negative emotions, 
parents’ own defense strategies are 
evoked. The blaming, minimizing, and 
stonewalling now become part of the famil-
ial communication pattern. The negativity 
that originates in the children’s NIWM mi-
grates from the children to the parents.  
Now, the parents are emotionally regulat-
ing on the children’s NIWM. This poses 
two problems for parents: how to prevent 
being drawn into the child’s negative emo-

tions and how to identify and narrate posi-
tive elements? 

How much recovery effort is lost while striv-
ing to tell our children they are good when 
most of our communication is, unintention-
ally, allocated to focusing on their prob-
lems (how they need to grow and 
change)? Research informs us that our 
emotional world is powerfully impacted by 
non-verbal and verbal communications.  
Verbally, more words are used to describe 
the negative than the positive. Notice that 
the few positives commonly stated, fine, 
better, and good enough, are weak, but 
the negatives abound in description and 
intensity: infuriating, the worst, aggravat-
ing, rage, flip-out, spiteful, annoying, an-
gry, and the list goes on.  We would like 
our children to feel good about themselves 
but our communication is heavily weighted 
towards their problems. Over time, parents 
lose the ability to see and feel their chil-
dren’s positive attributes. When we cannot 
feel those attributes, how can we expect 
the children to grow into them?

Parents are challenged to shift attention to 
identify and narrate positive moments. 
This will change the way you perceive your 
child.  Finding positives will help your child 
trust you and challenge his or her negative 
internal working model. This “top down,” 
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cognitive, process counteracts the child’s 
N-IWM. Without a parent’s positive outlook 
to counterbalance the N-IWM, children will 
use their lens to interpret experiences. 

Focusing on the negative impacts 
everyone
1. The child: negative verbalization sup-
ports the child’s belief system, defines his 
or her character, and prevents a positive 
outlook on the future. The child becomes 
stuck in a cycle of 1. I am bad. 2. I do bad 
things. 3. People treat me badly. 4. There-
fore, it does not matter if I do bad things-
since I am bad. 

2. Natural supports: People may retreat, 
avoid contact, or even, align with the “poor 
little” child who has such negative parents. 
These people may question the parents’ 
skills or commitment to the child. Negativ-
ity will promote fear and sadness in others. 
You will not be fun to be with. 

3. Parents: Negativity increases the feel-
ings of hopelessness and failure; and in-
creases the likelihood of mind-reading 
other’s negative intentions. Life becomes 
more miserable. The future is dismal.  
Physically, parents may develop harmful 
coping skills to manage the stress, be de-
pressed, or even ill. Recover is impossible 

since a child’s healing is via a healthy rela-
tionship with their parents. A negative de-
pressed parent is emotionally unavailable 
and may recreate similar traumatic experi-
ences for the child.  

Examples of Positive Narrations

Examples of hurtful (negative) and positive 
narrations 
1. Tantrum 
Hurtful “I don’t know how much longer I 
can do this. He tantrum for 10 minutes last 
night.” 
Helpful “Did you notice how calm you were 
after 10 minutes? Last month, I think it 
took 15 minutes for you to calm. You just 
stomped upstairs and went to your room. 
Then, it was quiet. Bet you feel good about 
last night.”
2. Poor grades 
Hurtful “He just threw his report card on 
the floor and ran outside.”
Helpful “I know it was hard for him to show 
me this report card. He’s getting braver 
and stronger.  Before, the report cards 
seemed to get lost before he got home.” 
3. Incomplete chore 
Hurtful “It took him all morning to just rake 
that little part of the yard. When I was not 
looking, he played with the dog. I get tired 
of watching him every minute.”
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Helpful “You worked all morning on raking the yard. You were able to be outside and enjoy 
yourself. You even stayed in the yard and played with the dog. He needed the exercise, 
both of you will sleep good tonight. While you were outside, I caught up on the laundry 
and some phone calls.” 

Reinforcing Exercises

1. Create a “positive word of the day” for the family. Family members are encouraged to 
use the word in sentences throughout the day. (parents determines quantity)
2. Reward family members for being the best at describing positive actions, events, and 
interactions.
3. Practice with a friend in daily emails.
4. Pick a negative experience and find 5 positives in the experience. Comment how it 
changes your view of the event. 
5. Watch for and congratulate family members who find positives in daily life. 

Practice

1. Retell an event by describing a new emotional outcome as opposed to the original out-
come (happy instead of sad)
2. Brainstorm the emotional impact on the family’s experience if each parent would have 
expressed and shared the new emotion (as opposed to merely thinking about it and 
quickly moving on) 
3. Assist with the development of a short list of behaviors and verbiage to express subtle 
"flavors of happy" more concisely in the moment (pride, joy, peace, love appreciation...) 
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More practice 

Personal

Tell a story about an event in your life when completing a chore. 

The event: 

___________________________________________________________________________

Give a positive reframe to an incident when you were driving.

The incident: 

____________________________________________________________________________
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Others

Tell a story about an event with a sibling or relative. 

The event:_______________________________________________________________________

Give a positive reframe to an incident when you were in elementary school. 

The incident:____________________________________________________________________

Child: 
Tell a story about an event with a sibling or relative. 

The event:_______________________________________________________________________

Give a positive reframe to an incident when your child was young. 

The incident:_____________________________________________________________________
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Application

Use the Goals to create 3 stories about events in your life. List the goal and story topic or 
incident. Repeat this assignment everyday.

1.	 Goal__________________________________Topic_________________________________

2.	 Goal__________________________________Topic_________________________________

3.	 Goal__________________________________Topic_________________________________

Use the Goals to create 3 positive narrations of negative events in your life. List the goal 
and story topic or incident. Repeat this assignment everyday.

1.	  Goal__________________________________Topic_________________________________

2.	  Goal__________________________________Topic_________________________________

3.	  Goal__________________________________Topic_________________________________
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Reflection

Review how you were impacted by narrating events and providing positive narrations.  Par-
ents tend to report that they were unaware of their daily events until they began using 
these Four Essential Elements. By forcing yourself to evaluate and reframe life events, one 
is more aware, even mindful. How often in your daily life did you narrate events or find the 
positive in the negative? Could you narrate your co-worker’s fear of failing? Your exasper-
ated partner? Could you find the positive (without sounding like a “Pollyanna”)?

How do you generalize narration in your daily interactions? By knowing this principle, one 
can be more insightful and understanding of other’s.  If the perceptive customer is frus-
trated, you may move the transaction along by narrating the incident and highlighting posi-
tive elements. 
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